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OVERVIEW
Achieving Balanced Growth in Asia and the World
for Sustainable Development: The Role of Think Tanks
As the global economy remains fragile, advanced and developing economies are still struggling to
cope with social and political instability. The success of populist movements, such as the election
of Donald Trump as the US President, the surge of nationalism in Asia or the Vote Leave Campaign,
highlights the need to reshape international integration and resolve increasing social division. The
change of administration in the US has created uncertainty over future policy on security and trade.
Geopolitical risk in Asia and the Middle East could be heightened as a result. 2017 also has a busy
electoral calendar, with general elections in several countries, in particular France and Germany.
Anti-establishment and populist parties have been encouraged by recent results and will be seeking
further successes. This trend has posed clear challenges to conventional thinking and the responses
demanded by it are still a matter of contentious debate. Meanwhile, the export-driven growth
model of many Asian economies has confronted rising challenges as global trade is slowing down
and countries are beginning to turn inward. Economies need to cope with these changes while also
tackling population aging and structural challenges.
The Global Think Tank Summit 2017 aims to focus on the major eminent issues confronting Asia
and the world, and identify areas for think tanks to contribute positively to their resolution. Leading
think tank representatives will explore possibilities for their organizations to promote effective
policy-making that address the premier issues facing our societies, including widening inequality,
social instability, growing opposition to open trade, decelerating economic growth, environmental
degradation, and the political consequences of each of these. Our goal is to develop sustainable and
inclusive solutions to these most pressing issues and contribute to public discourse to overcome the
divisions that have opened up within and across countries.
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AGENDA
1 May 2017, Monday
18:30 – 20:30

Welcome Reception for Participants & Guests
Fuyo Room, Banquet Wing 2nd Floor, Yokohama Royal Park Hotel
Welcoming Remarks
Naoyuki Yoshino Dean, Asian Development Bank Institute; Professor Emeritus, Keio University
James McGann Director, Think Tank and Civil Societies Program, The Lauder Institute, University Pennsylvania
Keynote Speech
Fumiko Hayashi Mayor, Yokohama City
Yokohama: Meeting the Challenge of Sustainable Urban Development
Opening Speech
Tony Tan CFA Head of Global Society Advocacy Engagement,
CFA Institute

2 May 2017, Tuesday
8:30 – 9:00

Registration

9:00 – 9:15

The Power of Partnerships for Growth, Sustainable Development and
Security
Naoyuki Yoshino Dean, Asian Development Bank Institute; Professor Emeritus, Keio University
James McGann Director, Think Tank and Civil Societies Program, The Lauder Institute, University
Pennsylvania

9:20 – 10:00

Keynote Speech
Haruhiko Kuroda Governor, Bank of Japan
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10:00 – 11:15

Session 1: Challenges to Globalization
Political opposition and economic headwinds have created a growing pushback against globalization in recent years and the new US administration will raise further questions for international
security and trade. How should policy-makers respond to these developments and what can think
tanks do to promote stable international relations and open trading systems?
Session Chair: Oh-Seok Hyun Chair Professor of KNDA, Former Deputy Prime Minister, Minister
of Strategy and Finance in Korea
Speakers:
Adam Posen President, Peterson Institute for International Economics
• Beyond Speaking Truth to Power
Guntram Wolff Director, Bruegel
Tadashi Maeda CEO, Executive Managing Director, Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC)
• Environment Surrounding Asian Economy
Q&A Session

11:15 – 11:30

Coffee Break

11:30 – 12:45

Session 2: Think Tanks and Civil Society in the Age of Populism
With the rise of populist movements around the globe, think tanks and civil society are confronting renewed challenges in their relationship and interaction with broader society. Continuing the
theme of previous summits, this session will discuss the causes behind nationalist and populist
sentiments and potential responses to address them.
Session Chair: Waltraut Ritter Principal, Knowledge Dialogues
Speakers:
Bruce Jones Vice President, Brookings Institute
• What Role Does Foreign Policy Play in Populist Movements, and What Role Can Think Tanks
Play in Response?
Paolo Magri Executive Vice President and Director, Italian Institute for International Political
Studies (ISPI)
• Europe’s Populistic Challenge and Lessons from Italy
Michael Broening Head of Department, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung
• Europe’s Populist Challenge and Lessons from Germany
Q&A Session

12:45 – 14:00

Photo Session and Lunch	
Lunch at La Vela, 2nd floor, InterContinental Yokohama Grand Hotel
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14:00 – 15:15

Session 3: Demographic Change and Economic Growth
Population aging is accelerating in many countries around the world. It brings with it challenges
such as lower economic growth and increased government spending on health and pensions.
Policy makers must decide on which structural reforms to enact and which strategies to pursue
to counter the effect of population aging and maintain economic growth. Countries that have accepted large numbers of immigrants have faced increasing tensions and social instability. This session analyses how governments can manage labor mobility in order to drive innovation and growth
while lessening social tensions.
Session Chair: Rebecca Fatima Sta Maria Senior Policy Fellow, Economic Research Institute for
ASEAN and East Asia (ERIA)
Speakers:
Paul Gruenwald Managing Director, Chief Economist, S&P Global
• Asia Growing Old, Asia Getting Rich, And What It Means For The Global Savings Glut
Tetsuya Inoue Chief Researcher and General Manager, Nomura Research Institute
• Population Aging, Economic Growth and Financial
Intermediation - Implications from Japan’s Experience
Lakshmi Boojoo Director, Competitiveness Research Center
Q&A Session

15:15 – 15:40

Coffee Break

15:40 – 17:00

Session 4: Poverty, Inequality and Inclusive Growth
Inequality has emerged as a major political issue in many countries. The economic challenge is to
ensure that the gains from growth are shared equitably rather than benefiting only a small subset
of the population. The economic, social and moral arguments for greater inclusivity remain compelling. This session will address how this can be achieved, with an emphasis on the role of women
and young people in tackling this challenge.
Session Chair: Naohiro Kitano Director, JICA Research Institute, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
Brian Arbogast Director, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
• Water, Sanitation & Hygiene to Address Poverty, Inequality, and Inclusive Growth
Niels Caszo President, AIESEC International
• Young People and Inclusive Growth
Amit Kapoor Honorary Chairman, Institute for Competitiveness
• GDP is not Destiny: Social Progress and Inclusion in a Changing World
Q&A Session
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17:00 – 18:20

Session 5: International Security, Energy and Food Security
The global geopolitical landscape is in flux. The outcome of the US election has created uncertainty over the future role of the US in international security and balance of power. In Asia and
elsewhere, regional conflicts arising from historical and territorial issues persist and are joined by
newly emerging threats including energy security, cyberspace and terrorism. The session aims to
identify key security issues confronting the world and examine the possibilities for regional cooperation and collaboration.
Session Chair: Marlos Lima Executive Director of Latin American Center for Public Policy, FGV
Speakers:
Thomas Gomart Director, French Institute of International Relations (IFRI)
• The Transformation of the Strategic Triangle - China, United States and Russia
Koichi Ai Director, The Japan Institute of International Affairs (JIIA)
• East Asia’s Security Environment and Risks
Kiumars Javidnia Director, Institute for Political and International Studies(IPIS)
Emerging New World Order: What International Community Should Do
Q&A Session

18:30 – 20:30

Dinner
Silk and Pearl Banquet Rooms, 1st floor, InterContinental Yokohama Grand Hotel
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3 May 2017, Wednesday
8:30 – 9:50

Session 6: Innovation for Think Tanks
Think tanks play an important role in informing debate and influencing policy makers. It is important that innovations are made in think tank governance in order for their impact to be magnified
further. This session benefits from the diversity of experience present at this event and seeks to
promote constructive dialogue between participants.
Session Chair: Christopher Hartwell President, Center for Social and Economic Research
Speakers:
Aaron Shull Chief Operating Officer, Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI)
• Innovating for Impact: Think Tanks as Purveyors of Trust in a Digital World
Debra Eisenman Executive Director, Asia Society Policy Institute
• Innovation and Influence through Inclusion: Strategic Engagement with New Platforms,
Persons, and Avenues for Public Debate
Hui Yao Wang President, Center for China and Globalization (CCG)
Q&A Session

10:00 – 11:00

Opinion Shapers’ Panel Discussion:
Overcoming Obstacles to Sustainable Growth in Asia
Asian countries have been for many decades among the most successful in growing their economies. Rising debt and struggling export-based strategies have brought the continuation of this
trend into question however. China’s slowdown and growing concerns about less-than-robust
emerging economies will plague the world economy and impact on commodity market and other
asset prices. This session analyses the challenges facing economies in Asia and discusses the
future of Asian growth.
Points of Discussion: Slowdown of potential growth; Challenges to the open trade and investment
regime; Inclusiveness in society
Session Chair: Naoyuki Yoshino Dean, Asian Development Bank Institute
Speakers:
Takehiko Nakao President, Asian Development Bank
Yu Yongding Senior Fellow, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Shamshad Akhtar Executive Secretary, United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific (UNESCAP)
Q&A Session

11:00 – 11:15

Coffee Break
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11:15 – 12:45

Breakout session 1
Think Tank Relations and Networks: As the world of politics and economics continues to change,
think tanks play an increasingly important role as sources of knowledge and forums for exchange in
civil society. As mediators of public discourse they facilitate and contribute to discussions on the
issues of our time. This session will discuss the evolving role of think tanks and their networks in
global society. partnerships in Asia and worldwide.
Session Chair: James McGann Director, Think Tank and Civil Societies Program, The Lauder Institute, University Pennsylvania
Speakers:
Syed Munir Khasru Chairman, The Institute for Policy, Advocacy, and Governance (IPAG)
• Networking in Changing Times: Opportunities & Challenges for the Think Tanks
Ramil Iskandarli Chairman, Legal Analysis and Research Public Union
• Think Tanks and Civil Society Organizations: Forums for Exchange in Central Asia
Breakout session 2
High quality Infrastructure and sustainable growth:
Infrastructure is a key issue in economies worldwide and particularly within Asia. While the public
sector often plays a central role in the provision of infrastructure, the private sector can make an
important contribution in management of infrastructure projects. This session explores the potential and challenges of infrastructure projects including public-private partnerships in Asia and
worldwide.
Session Chair: Norio Yamamoto President, Global Infrastructure Fund Research Foundation
Speakers:
Benjamin Diokno Secretary, Department of Budget and Management, Philippines
Kiyoshi Kodera Senior Research Associate, Overseas Development Institute (Former Executive
Secretary of the Development Committee of the World Bank and the IMF)
• Bricks and Dollars: Improving Public Investment in Infrastructure
Jin Yu President, China Region Development & Reform Institute
• Beyond the Geopolitical Thinking, Focus on Connectivity of Infrastructure
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Breakout session 3
Technological Evolution and Productivity Growth: As technology continues to evolve, economies and societies are confronted with a variety of challenges and opportunities that have the
potential to revolutionize the way we think about work and production. Technology plays a central
role in productivity growth and as such is a topic of high relevance for both emerging market
economies and advanced economies. This session will explore the technological changes that have
taken place over the past decades, their impact on economy and society as well as possible policy
responses.
Session Chair: José Luis Chicoma Executive Director, Ethos Public Policy Lab
Speakers:
Norishige Morimoto Vice President, IBM Research & Development Japan
• Future Work in Cognitive Era
Khee Giap Tan Co-Director, Asia Competitiveness Institute, LKYS
• Capital Endowment, Technology and Productivity Growth: An Empirical Study on Singapore
Gui Ying Cao Senior Scientist , International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
• Ascertain the Trends of Labor in the Fourth Industrial Revolution
12:45 – 14:00

Lunch
Restaurant Danzero

14:00 – 15:00

Conclusions and Closing Remarks
Naoyuki Yoshino Dean, Asian Development Bank Institute; Professor, Keio University
James McGann Director, Think Tank and Civil Societies Program, The Lauder Institute, University
Pennsylvania

16:00 – 18:50

Dinner Cruise (Optional)
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Partners and Sponsors
Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV) (Brazil) (closing dinner)

TTCSP Think Tank Summit Planning and Advisory Committee Founding Members*
Adam Smith Institute (United Kingdom)
African Center for Economic Transformation (ACET) (Ghana)
African Centre for Technology Studies (ACTS) (Kenya)
Alibaba Research Institute (China)
Al-Ahram Center for Political and Strategic Studies (ACPSS) (Egypt)
Al Jazeera Center for Studies (Qatar)
Analytical Centre on Globalization and Regional Cooperation (ACGRC) (Armenia)
Asian Development Bank Institute (Japan)
Asia Competitive Institute, Lee Kwan Yew School of Public Policy (Singapore)
Association for Research and Social Studies (ASIES) (Guatemala)
Australian Institute for International Affairs (Australia)
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Barcelona Centre for International Affairs (CIDOB) (Spain)
Belfer Center, Harvard University (United States)
Botswana Institute for Development Policy Analysis (BIDPA) (Botswana)
Brookings Institution (United States)
Bruegel (Belgium)
Carnegie Middle East (Lebanon)
Centro de Divulgacion Conocimiento Economico para la Libertad (CEDICE) (Venezuela)
Center for China and Globalization (China)
Center for Economic and Social Development (CESD) (Azerbaijan)
Center for European Policy Studies (Belgium)
Center for International Governance Innovation (CIGI) (Canada)
Centre for Liberal Strategies (CLS) (Bulgaria)
Center for Policy Studies (Bangladesh)
Center for Policy Studies (Hungary)
Centre for Social and Economic Research (CASE) (Poland)
Center for Strategic and International Studies (United States)
Center for Strategic and International Studies (Indonesia)
Center for Strategic Studies (CSS) (Jordan)
Centro de Estudios de la Realidad Económica y Social (CERES) (Uruguay)
Centro de Estudios Publicos (CEP) (Chile)
Chatham House (United Kingdom)
Chicago Council on Global Affairs (United States)
Corporacion de Estudios para Latinoamerica (CIEPLAN) (Chile)
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Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (Senegal)
Consejo Argentino para las Relaciones Internacionales (CARI) (Argentina)
Danish Institute for International Studies (Denmark)
Delhi Policy Group (India)
Development Research Center of the State Council (China) (TBC)
Economic Policy Research Center (EPRC) (Uganda)
Elbegdorj Institute (EBI) (Mongolia)
Elcano Royal Institute (Spain)
Ethos Public Policy Lab (Mexico)
EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy (Czech Republic)
Fedesarrollo (Colombia)
Fraser Institute (Canada)
Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies (United States)
Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV) (Brazil)
FUNDGLODE Foundation for Democracy and Development (Dominican Republic)
Fundar, Center of Analysis and Research (Mexico)
Gateway House (India)
German Council on Foreign Relations (DGAP) (Germany)
German Development Institute (Germany)
Groupe de Recherche et d’Analyse Appliqués pour le Développement (GRAAD) (Burkina Faso)
Heritage Foundation (United States)
Hoover Institution (United States)
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Hudson Institute (United States)
French Institute of International Relations (IFRI) (France)
IMANI Center for Policy and Education (Ghana)
Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF) (United States)
Institute for National Security Studies (INSS) (Israel)
Institute for Research on Public Policy (Canada)
Institute for Security Studies (South Africa)
Institute for International Political Studies (Italy)
Institute of World Economics and Politics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (China)
Institute of World Economics and Politics, under the Foundation of the First President of the Republic of
Kazakhstan
Institute of Development Studies (IDS) (United Kingdom)
Institute of Foreign Affairs and National Security (IFANS) of the Korea National Diplomatic Academy (KNDA)
(Republic of Korea)
Institute of World Economy and International Relations (IMEO) (Russia)
Israel Democracy Institute (Israel)
James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy (United States)
Japan Institute for International Affairs (Japan)
Japan International Cooperation Agency Research Institute (JICA Research Institute) (Japan)
Joint Center for Economic and Political Studies (United States)
Kazakhstan Institute for Strategic Studies (Kazakhstan)
Kenya Institute for Public Policy Research and Analysis (KIPPRA) (Kenya)
Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS) (Germany)
Korea Development Institute (KDI) (Republic of Korea)
Korea Institute of International Economic Policy (KIEP) (Republic of Korea)
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LABO Democratique (Tunisia)
McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) (United Kingdom)
Mo Ibrahim Foundation (MIF) (United Kingdom, Senegal)
National Centre for Socio-Economic Information and Forecast (Vietnam)
Netherlands Institute of International Relations Clingendael (Netherlands)
Nigerian Institute of International Affairs (Nigeria)
OCP Policy Center (OCP) (Morocco)
Observer Research Foundation (India)
Peterson Institute for International Economics (United States)
RAND Corporation (United States)
Razumkov Centre (Ukraine)
REPOA Research for Policy Development (Tanzania)
Sadeq Institute (Libya)
Samuel Neaman Institute for Advanced Studies in Science and Technology (SNI) (Israel)
Science Policy Research Unit (SPRU) University of Sussex (United Kingdom)
Shanghai Institute for International Studies (China)
Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) (Sweden)
Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program, University of Pennsylvania (United States)
Urban Institute (United States)
Woodrow Wilson Center (United States)
*Indicates former Global Think Tank Summit host and member of Executive Committee 2017 Global Think
Tank Summit
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PARTICIPANTS

Jamal Abdullah is an academic visitor at the Middle East Centre, Saint Antony’s
College, University of Oxford, the United Kingdom. Before joining the University
of Oxford in October 2016, he worked for 5 years (from May 2011 to May 2016) as a
researcher and head of the Gulf Studies Unit at the Al Jazeera Centre for Studies,
part of the Al Jazeera Media Network in Doha, Qatar. He holds a PhD in international
relations law from the University of Avignon (France), and a master’s degree in
international relations and diplomacy from the University of Lyon (France).
Koichi Ai joined the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1989. His assignments in
Tokyo have included director for international economy and director for policy planning.
His most recent diplomatic assignment was in New York, where he was the head of
public relations at the Consulate General.
Shamshad Akhtar is the executive secretary of the Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP). She previously served as the United Nations (UN)
secretary-general’s senior advisor on economics and finance, as well as assistant
secretary-general for economic development. Prior to her UN career, she was the
governor of the Central Bank of Pakistan; the vice president of the World Bank’s Middle
East and North Africa region; and held a range of senior posts in the Asian Development
Bank. Currently, she serves as the coordinator of the five United Nations Regional
Commissions.
Chris Anaco is presently working with the African Union, Economic, Social and Cultural
Council, Nigeria Home Office, Abuja.

Brian Arbogast leads the effort of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation to bring
innovations in sanitation technology and new ways to deliver sanitation products
and services to people in the developing world. He was previously a corporate vice
president at Microsoft Corporation, leading an international portfolio of research
and development projects. More recently, he concentrated in clean technology and
international development, driving market solutions to address some of the world’s
most pressing challenges. He is a founding board member of Progress Alliance of
Washington and an advisor to Upaya Social Ventures. He received his bachelor of
mathematics in computer science from the University of Waterloo, Canada, and a
certificate in sustainable business from the Bainbridge Graduate Institute.
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Myrna Clara Asuncion supervises social development planners handling education
and skills development, health and nutrition, housing and human settlements, and
social protection and integration. She coordinates the formulation and monitoring of
the human capital development section of the Philippine Development Plan, appraises
and evaluates the social development programs and projects, and coordinates the
attainment of the UN’s 2030 Agenda. Previously, she was in charge of a group of
economists handling macroeconomic forecasting and management. Her educational
background is statistics and demography.
Vugar Bayramov is a well-known economist in Azerbaijan. He was a visiting faculty
member at Washington University in 2002–2004 and has a PhD in economics. His
papers and books have been translated into 25 languages. In 2010, he was named one
of the 500 most influential Muslims in the world by the Royal Islamic Strategic Studies
Centre in Jordan. He served as co-chairperson at the European Union (EU) Eastern
Partnership Civil Society Forum (EaP CSF) in 2013–2104 and was the co-coordinator of
the Economic Integration and Convergence to the EU standards working group at the
EaP CSF in 2011–2012.
Debapriya Bhattacharya is a macroeconomist and public policy analyst and
distinguished fellow at the Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD). He was an ambassador
and permanent representative of Bangladesh to the World Trade Organization and
United Nations offices in Geneva and Vienna; special advisor on least developed
countries to the secretary general, UNCTAD; and first executive director, CPD. He
is a member of governing bodies of various leading institutions (including BRAC
International) and on the editorial board of journals, including Oxford Development
Studies. He has published on trade, investment, and finance-related issues and UN’s
2030 Agenda.
Lakshmi Boojoo is an economist and researcher with experience working for a
multinational corporation (BMW). She is a licensed specialist in corporate management
and security/investment advice and is certified by the Mongolia Association
of Securities Dealers. She holds a master’s degree in finance and international
management from the University of Applied Sciences in Berlin, and a bachelor’s degree
in macroeconomics from the University of Applied Sciences in Dresden, and pursued
a career with a law firm in Berlin. She is an active member of Women Corporate
Directors, Mongolia Chapter, and serves as a board member, Ulaanbaatar Development
Corporation.
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Michael Broening is head of the International Policy Department of the FriedrichEbert-Stiftung, a political foundation affiliated with the Social Democratic Party of
Germany. He has represented the foundation in Jordan and Jerusalem and is the
founding editor of International Politics and Society, a political magazine with a monthly
readership of 200,000. He has published four books on European and Middle Eastern
politics and his articles have appeared in national and international newspapers
and magazines, including Foreign Affairs, The New Statesman, Project Syndicate,
Der Spiegel, and Die Zeit. He has appeared on BBC World, ABC Australia, and
Deutschlandradio and has taught at Berlin’s Freie Universität.
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Gui-Ying Cao is an adjunct professor at Peking University and has led a number of
multidisciplinary research projects as a senior scientist. She served as a member of
the UN Committee for Development Policy. Prior to joining the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis, she held positions at the Ministry of Labor and Social
Welfare, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, the National Bank of China, and the
United Nations Office in Vienna. Her scientific interests focus on human resources and
their interactions with the environment under economic and demographic transitions.
Carlos Carnero is the managing director of the Fundación Alternativas. He is a
professor at the CEU San Pablo University, Madrid. He was a Spanish ambassadorat-large within the Framework of European Integration (2009–2012), served as a
member of the European Parliament (1994–2009), and as vice-president of the Party
of European Socialists (2006–2009). He is also member of the Scientific Council of the
Real Instituto Elcano. He is a recipient of the Medal of the Order of Constitutional Merit
of Spain, the Medal of the European Parliament, and the Medal of the Order of Civil
Merit of Spain. He also holds a university diploma in tourism.
Niels Caszo was elected president of the International Association of Students in
Economic and Commercial Sciences (AIESEC) International in February 2016. He
is responsible for leading the global strategy, operations, and the leadership body of
the organization in over 122 countries and territories and with over 70,000 members
worldwide. AIESEC is the world’s largest youth-led organization and creates challenging
opportunities for young people to explore and develop their leadership potential. He
has dedicated himself to this mission since 2009. He was formerly the vice president
for product innovation on the global team and before that the AIESEC president in the
United States.
Gong Cheng, a senior economist at the European Stability Mechanism, is in charge
of international affairs, especially regarding the network of regional financing
arrangements and International Monetary Fund policies. He is also a researcher with a
focus on international macroeconomics and finance (regional financing arrangements,
sovereign debt restructuring, capital flows, and emerging market economies). He
previously worked as an economist in the International Macroeconomics Division at
the French Central Bank. He holds a PhD in economics from Sciences Po, Paris, and
master’s degrees in finance and international political economy from Sciences Po and
the London School of Economics. He was a visiting researcher at the Department of
Economics at the University of California, Berkeley in 2012–2013.
José Chicoma is an executive director of Ethos Public Policy Lab, a Mexican think tank
in Latin America. Over the last 5 years, he has spearheaded a wide range of projects—
from research and public policy proposals, to hackathons and storytelling through
comics—which promote innovation, new instruments for public–private collaboration,
government transparency, and anticorruption efforts. He was named by the prestigious
Semana Economica magazine as one of the 25 people under 45 that will change the
Peruvian economy. Previously, he held high level positions in the Peruvian public sector,
including vice minister of small and medium enterprises and industries.
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Melissa Conley Tyler is the national executive director of the Australian Institute of
International Affairs (AIIA). She is a lawyer and specialist in conflict resolution. She
was previously program manager of the International Conflict Resolution Centre at
the University of Melbourne and senior fellow at Melbourne Law School. She is on the
editorial board of the Conflict Resolution Quarterly. During more than a decade leading
the AIIA, she has edited more than 50 publications, organized more than 100 policy events,
overseen growth in youth engagement, and built stronger relations with other institutes of
international affairs worldwide. Her recent research focuses on Australian foreign policy
making, Australia as a middle power, and the role of think tanks in diplomacy.
Benjamin Diokno is the current secretary of the Department of Budget and
Management, the Philippines. He holds a bachelor’s degree in public administration
from the University of the Philippines and earned his master’s degree in public
administration and economics from the same university. He also holds a master of arts
degree in political economy from John Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland, and a
PhD in economics from the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse
University, New York.
Otgonbaatar Dorjgotov graduated in public administration from Yonsei University, the
Republic of Korea. From 2011–2013, he was in charge of foreign relations and investment
for the university campus pre-commissioning administration under Mongolia’s Ministry of
Education, Culture and Science. Since 2013, he was head of the project and cooperation
department in the mayor’s office in charge of international programs run by the World
Bank, the Asian Development Bank, KOIKA, the Asia Foundation, and the Japan
International Cooperation Agency. He now works at the Ministry of Transportation
for road safety projects and is responsible for the oversight of research programs
implemented in the capital city for the last 3 years focusing on the Ger area development.
Ahmed Driss holds a PhD in law and political science. From 1994–1997, he was an
assistant professor at the faculty of law and economic sciences at the University of
Sousse, Tunisia. From 1998–2000, he was a professor of law, University El Manar Tunis.
From 2000 to 2005, he was a member of the governing council of the Académie
internationale de droit constitutionnel. From 2005–2012, he was president-director
of the Centre of Mediterranean and international Studies, Tunis. In February 2012, he
became the director of the Tunisian School of Politics.
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Bartlet Édes is head, Knowledge Sharing and Services Center, the Asian Development
Bank (ADB). He leads corporate knowledge management efforts, promotes innovation,
and sets directions for the capture, storage, sharing, and application of institutional
knowledge. He is responsible for actively promoting change in ADB culture, incentives,
processes, rules, systems, and tools to improve the use of ADB’s intellectual assets for
greater positive impact. He co-leads the team implementing a new IT environment
in ADB to enhance collaboration and knowledge management across organizational
units. He has a master’s degree in public policy from the University of Michigan, and a
bachelor’s degree in government (cum laude) from Georgetown University.
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Debra Eisenman is the Asia Society Policy Institute’s executive director, overseeing
initiatives on development, governance, and security challenges throughout Asia,
and leading projects on Myanmar. She also oversees the Institute’s operations and
strategic planning. Before joining the Asia Society in 2011, she worked on the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund’s Peacebuilding and Western Balkans grant making programs, engaging
in NGO capacity building and grants administration. From 2005–2008, she served at
the National Crime Prevention Council, managing projects and providing technical
assistance to advance youth engagement and safety. She was an election observer in
Kosovo, Albania, and Ukraine. She is a Truman National Security Project fellow.
Karim El Aynaoui is the managing director of the OCP Policy Center, a think tank
based in Rabat. He also serves as advisor to the CEO and chairperson of the OCP
group, a global leader in the phosphate sector. From 2005 to 2012, he worked at
Bank Al-Maghrib, the Central Bank of Morocco. He was the director of economics
and international relations, where he provided strategic leadership in defining and
supporting monetary policy analysis and strategy. Before joining Bank Al-Maghrib, he
worked for 8 years at the World Bank as an economist. He has published papers, books,
and articles on macroeconomic issues in developing countries. He holds a PhD in
economics from the University of Bordeaux.
Mark Elder is principal researcher and senior coordinator in the Programme
Management Office at the Institute for Global Environmental Strategies (IGES)
in Japan. He has led various research projects on environmental and sustainability
governance issues including sustainable development goals, Rio+20 institutional
framework for sustainable development, transboundary air pollution, regional
environmental cooperation in East Asia, economic integration and environment,
biofuels, and local governance. Before joining IGES in 2006, he was an assistant
professor of political economy and international relations at Michigan State University.
He received a PhD in political science from Harvard University.
Odbayar Erdenetsogt earned an MA in international relations from the University of
Dresden, Germany. From 2006–2009, he held positions in the European Department,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Mongolia, and from 2009–2012, he was third and first
secretary, Mongolian Embassy, Berlin. From 2012 to 2016, he was interim director,
international think tank for landlocked developing countries (LLDCs). Since 2016, he
has been ambassador at-large, in charge of the international think tank for LLDCs,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Mongolia.
Erik Famaey has a master’s degree in economics (Licenciaat TEW) from Antwerp
University. He joined the Belgian Foreign Trade Office in 1976. In 1979 he was part
of the pioneer group of young executives sent to Japan under the executive training
program sponsored by the European Commission. He subsequently joined Bank
Brussels Lambert (BBL) for which he became chief representative in Tokyo. He was
later appointed head of financial institutions Asia for BBL and, following the takeover
of the bank, for ING Group. He is a senior associate at the European Institute for Asian
Studies Research Institute and a board member of chambers of commerce.
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Karthik Ganesan is a research fellow at Council on Energy, Environment and Water.
His research focus includes the development of long-term energy scenarios and energy
efficiency improvements in the industrial sector in India. He also leads an independent
effort to assess greenhouse gas emissions from the industrial sector and improving
transparency in reporting. In addition, he supports work in power sector performance
and reform and energy access indicators for rural Indian households. He also carried
out an evaluation of the impact of industrial policies on the renewable energy sector in
India. He has a master’s degree in public policy from the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public
Policy, the National University of Singapore. His prior educational training resulted in an
MTech in infrastructure engineering and a BTech in civil engineering from IIT Madras.
Axel Goethals is CEO of the European Institute for Asian Studies, a leading think and do
tank based in Brussels and Luxembourg, focusing on European Union–Asia relations. His
current and past directorships and offices include mandates as CEO, managing director,
and chairperson of several companies and business organizations in Luxembourg,
Belgium, and the European Union. He has a wide experience in different corporate sectors
such as the pharmaceutical industry, real estate development, mergers and acquisitions
and management services, in the European Union, as well as in Asia.
Thomas Gomart is director of the French Institute of International Relations, based
in Paris and Brussels. He was previously its vice president for strategic development
and the director of its Russian Federation/NIS Center. He is also the coeditor of the
trilingual electronic series Russie.Nei.Visions. His current research focuses on the
Russian Federation, digital governance, country risk, and think tanks. He has recently
published The Return of Geopolitical Risk—Russia, China and the United States, Etudes
de l’Ifri (Apr 2016), Le monde selon Trump. Anticiper la nouvelle politique étrangère
américaine, (ed.), Etudes de l’Ifri (Nov 2016), as well as Notre intérêt national. Quelle
politique étrangère pour la France?, (edited with Thierry de Montbrial), editions Odile
Jacob (Jan 2017).
Paul Gruenwald is the chief Asia-Pacific economist at Standard and Poor’s (S&P)
Global Ratings. Based in Singapore, he leads the economic research agenda and serves
as the primary spokesperson on macroeconomic matters across the region. Before
joining S&P, he spent 5 years at the Australia and New Zealand Banking Group (ANZ)
as the Asia-Pacific chief economist, where he was responsible for helping direct ANZ’s
Asian and global economic research agenda, as well as building the bank’s economic
research efforts and profile in the region. Previously, he worked at the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) for nearly 16 years, where he led the team producing the IMF’s
Asian regional outlook reports. He was also the IMF resident representative to Hong
Kong, China and the Republic of Korea, the deputy chief of the China division, and the
country desk officer for Australia. He has a PhD in economics from Columbia University
and a bachelor’s degree in economics/mathematics from the University of Texas.
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Hideichiro Hamanaka is an official with Japan ‘s Ministry of Finance. He has been a
director, Japan Bank for International Cooperation; ambassador of Japan to Portugal;
adviser, Sumitomo Corporation; and a member of the Bretton Woods Committee.

Brian T. Hanson is vice president at the Chicago Council on Global Affairs, where he
oversees the research activities. Previously, he was the director of research, programs
and strategic planning at the Buffett Institute of Global Studies at Northwestern
University. While at the institute, he increased the size, scale, and impact of the
institute’s work by engaging more than 200 faculty affiliates and 30 centers for research.
Before joining Northwestern, he was in Washington, DC working in the policy arena
at the government affairs office of Deere & Company and as a foreign policy advisor
for Senator Alan Dixon. He received his BA with high honors in political science from
Grinnell College and conducted doctoral studies in political science at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
Christopher Hartwell has over 20 years’ experience in research projects and technical
assistance throughout Europe, the transition countries of Central and Eastern Europe,
the former Soviet Union, and Asia-Pacific. Currently president of the Center for Social
and Economic Research in Warsaw, he leads work in the area of growth and trade, with
an emphasis on institutional development, property rights, and trade liberalization.
He holds a PhD from the Warsaw School of Economics and an MPP from Harvard’s
Kennedy School. He is the author of Institutional Barriers in the Transition to Market:
Examining Performance and Divergence in Transition Economies (Palgrave Macmillan
2013) and Two Roads Diverge: The Transition Experience of Poland and Ukraine
(Cambridge University Press 2016).
Katsuyuki Hasegawa is chief market economist and deputy general manager of
the research division of Mizuho Research Institute. He joined the Industrial Bank of
Japan (IBJ) in 1988 and has been with IBJ and Mizuho Financial Group (established
by the merger of IBJ, Fuji Bank, and Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank in 2000). He spent most of
his career as an economist (20 years) at the research department of IBJ and Mizuho
Research Institute. He graduated from Sophia University in 1988 and from the London
Business School with an MBA in 1997. He also holds CFA, CMA, and CIIA designations.
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Fumiko Hayashi is the mayor of the City of Yokohama. She was elected the first woman
mayor of Yokohama in 2009 and was re-elected in 2013. Before assuming office, she had
an extensive career in the business world, beginning at Honda Cars Yokohama in 1977,
and became the top salesperson in the company. She served as president of Fahren
Tokyo K.K. (now Volkswagen Japan Sales), president of BMW Tokyo Corporation,
chairperson and CEO of Daiei Incorporated, and operating officer of Nissan Motor
Corporation. In 2004, she was selected as one of the Wall Street Journal’s “The 50
Women to Watch” and received the 2014 Person of the Year from the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan. As mayor, she puts a lot of effort into supporting
women’s empowerment strategies such as solving waiting lists of childcare centers,
women’s reemployment, female entrepreneurship, and networking among women,
aiming to make Yokohama “a city pleasant to work in and worth working in for women”.
Oh-Seok Hyun is currently the chair professor at the Korea National Diplomatic
Academy. He is a member of the International Advisory Panel of the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank. He served as the deputy prime minister and minister
of strategy and finance and as the president of the Korea Development Institute,
Korea’s leading think tank. He participated in the G20 Finance Ministers Meeting, and
served as a member of the Knowledge Advisory Commission of the World Bank. He
was the deputy minister of finance and economy and secretary for economic affairs
at the Office of the President, and economist at the World Bank. He was rewarded a
professorship at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology and the dean
of the National Tax College. He received his PhD in economics from the University of
Pennsylvania.
Kiyoto Ido was appointed vice chairperson of International Economic Studies in 2011,
which is the research institute established by Toyota Motor Corporation. After joining
the Japanese Ministry of Finance in 1973, he engaged mainly in international issues,
such as the internationalization of the Tokyo financial market and the economic
development of Asia. He cooperated with Asian countries to deal with the Asian
currency crisis in 1997–1998. He joined the Bank of Japan as executive director in
2006. He studied mathematics at the Tokyo Institute of Technology and business
administration at Saarland University in Germany.
Bermet Imanalieva is an expert at the Center for Silk Road Studies and executive
director of the Asia Consulting public fund. Previously, she worked as a research
officer in the political department of the National Institute for Strategic Studies, the
Kyrgyz Republic. She is currently completing her PhD at the International University of
Kyrgyzstan and used to work as a lecturer at this university. She is a fellow of the Central
Asia and the Caucasus Academic Research Programs 2011–2013 and the author of
several scientific and analytical publications. She is a member of the Kyrgyz Association
of Political and Economic Sciences and Society of the Central Eurasian Studies Society.
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Tetsuya Inoue joined the Bank of Japan (BOJ) in 1985. After studying economics at
Yale University, he returned to the BOJ and conducted oversight of Japanese banks,
serving as secretary to Toshihiko Fukui, deputy governor, and was responsible for
the research project on IT revolution. In later years at the BOJ, he worked on the
surveillance of foreign exchange markets and played a significant role in international
financial forums including those at the Bank for International Settlements and the
Executives’ Meeting of East Asia Central Banks. Since joining the Nomura Research
Institute, he has been conducting studies of financial markets and policy issues both
domestic and international, writing articles in business journals and appearing as
commentator in TV programs.
Ramil Iskandarli holds a master’s degree from the international human rights and
humanitarian law faculty of the European Viadrina University, Frankfurt. In 2005, he
participated in the John Smith Fellowship Program conducted in the United Kingdom
and the International Leaders’ Program by invitation from the United States’ State
Department. Since 1999 he has been a member of the board of the Azerbaijan Young
Lawyers Union. In August 2012, he became a founder and chairperson of the Legal
Analysis and Research Public Union. At the same time, he provides consultancy on
juvenile justice issues at UNICEF in Azerbaijan.
Kazbek Issayev has studied at Kazakh State University of International Relations and
World Languages, the Al-Farabi Kazakh National University (Faculty of International
Relations), and the Kazakh Humanitarian Law University (Faculty of Law). He earned
his PhD in history (international relations and foreign policy). His professional career
began at the Kazakhstan Institute for Strategic Studies. From 2006 to 2008 he was a
research fellow at the Department for Foreign Policy Studies and from 2008 to 2012
he was adviser to the director. From 2012–2013 he was secretary for Academic and
Research Affairs and deputy director from 2013 –2014. Since 2014 he has been secretary
for Academic and Research Affairs.
Kiumars Javidnia is former head of the NATO section at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Iran and director, Europe study department at the Institute for Political and
International Studies.

Bruce Jones is vice president and director of the foreign policy program at Brookings.
His research expertise and policy experience is in international security. His current
research focus is on United States’ strategy, international order, and the emerging
powers. His most recent book on the topic is Still Ours to Lead: America, Rising Powers,
and the Tension between Rivalry and Restraint (Brookings Institution Press 2014).
Additional ongoing research includes the intersection between geopolitics and the
energy revolution, on which he co-authored Risk Pivot: Great Powers, International
Security and the Energy Revolution (Brookings Institution Press 2014). He has extensive
experience with intervention and crisis management, as well as multilateral institutions.
He holds a doctorate from the London School of Economics.
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Mouhamadou Bamba Ka is a human rights defender and African trade unionist. He
works for the promotion of employment and respect for workers’ rights and intervenes
in mediation between the private sector, government, and labor organizations.

Subodh Kandamuthan holds a PhD in health economics and has 14 years of experience
in health economics, financing, and policy. He is the director of the Centre of Health
Care Management at the Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad, coordinating
the postgraduate diploma in hospital management. He works with the national and
state governments in India in numerous policy-level projects on health policy, financing,
monitoring, and evaluation. He visited the United States in September 2014 for the US
Department of State sponsored International Visitor Leadership Program on American
think tanks.
Amit Kapoor is honorary chairperson at the Institute for Competitiveness, India
and editor-in-chief of Thinkers (magazine). He is an affiliate faculty member for the
microeconomics of competitiveness and value-based health care delivery courses
of the Institute of Strategy and Competitiveness, Harvard Business School and an
instructor with Harvard Business Publishing in strategy, competitiveness, and business
models. He has been inducted into the Competitiveness Hall of Fame, which is
administered by the Institute for Strategy and Competitiveness at Harvard Business
School.
Nobuko Kayashima is deputy director of the Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA) Research Institute. She joined JICA after graduating from Kyoto University in
1982, and has been playing a key role in the planning and operation of JICA’s education
cooperation programs. Prior to her current assignment, she served as senior advisor
for education (2014–2016), director general of the Human Development Department
(2009–2014), chief representative of JICA Bangladesh Office (2007–2009), and group
director for basic education (2004–2007). She received her PhD (in international
development) from Nagoya University. Her current research interests include education
cooperation, internationalization of higher education, and university participation in
overseas development assistance.
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Zviad Kharebava has gained important experience in the public sector. As advisor
to the prime minister of Georgia on economic issues, he has worked with relevant
ministries on developing economic reforms focused on business environment
development in Georgia. He gathered in-depth knowledge and experience of
simplifying licensing procedures, standardization, and certification regulation during
his time as director of economic policy departments at the Ministry of Economic
Development of Georgia. He holds a BS and MS in applied mathematics from Georgian
Technical University (Tbilisi), is an aspirant from the A. Razmadze Mathematics
Institute of the Georgian Academy of Sciences (Tbilisi), and has earned an ME and PhD
from North Carolina State University.
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Syed Khasru holds an MBA from the Wharton School of Business, University of
Pennsylvania. He heads the international think tank, the Institute for Policy, Advocacy,
and Governance. He has expertise in economy and trade, international relations and
strategic affairs, governance, and management. He led the team that prepared the
policy brief on governance of the international migration system for the G20 leaders’
summit to be held in Hamburg, Germany from 5–7 July 2017. He writes for Project
Syndicate, Straits Times (Singapore), the South China Morning Post (Hong Kong,
China),Times of India, and Hindu.
Dongseok Kim has been the senior vice president of the Korea Development Institute
(KDI) since July 2013. During his tenure at KDI, he served as research counselor and
chief economist (Jan 2013–Jun 2013), director of the Department of Industry and
Globalization (Jan 2010–Apr 2011), director of the Office of Research Planning and
Coordination (Jun 2007–Jan 2010), head of the Econometric Modeling Team (Apr
2004–Sep 2004), and director of the Information and Computing Center (Oct 1998–
Oct 2001). He also served as advisor to several government departments and agencies.
He holds a BA (1985) and MA (1987) in economics from Yonsei University, and he
joined KDI after receiving a PhD in economics from Stanford University in 1996.
Heungchong Kim, senior research fellow, served the Korea Institute for International
Economic Policy as vice president and deputy presidents of research planning and
coordination, and of the Center for Regional Economic Studies. He is adjunct professor
at Ewha Womans University and Sogang University. He is now advising the Ministry of
Strategy and Finance on the G20, and the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy on the
Asia–Europe Meeting (ASEM) and Brexit. His expertise includes trade policy, European
studies, and regional integration. He was a Swire Scholar at the University of Oxford and
a Fulbright Fellow at the University of California, Berkeley. He read economics at Seoul
National University and the University of Oxford.
Naohiro Kitano is director, Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) Research
Institute. In 1983, he graduated from the Civil Engineering Department, Waseda
University and joined the former Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund, Japan.
Prior to his current assignment, he served as associate professor, Graduate School
of Economics, Kyoto University from 2003 to 2005, director general, Development
Assistance Department II, Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) in 2008,
director general, East and Central Asia and the Caucasus Department, JICA from 2008
to 2012, and deputy director, JICA Research Institute from 2012 to 2016. He studied at
Tsinghua University, Beijing from 1981 to 1982, and obtained a PhD (city and regional
planning) from Cornell University in 1997.
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Kiyoshi Kodera is a senior research associate, Overseas Development Institute,
United Kingdom, and a trustee of Water Aid Japan. He was deputy vice-minister
for international finance in Japan in 2005. His professional career includes MDB
deputy for Japan (2001–2005), the World Bank’s country director for Central Asia
(1997–2001), executive secretary of the Development Committee of the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund (2006–2010), and vice-president of the JICA
(2010–2016). He also served as executive director for the African Development Bank
(1980–1982) and the Inter-American Investment Corporation (1992–1994).
Mari Kogiso is director of the International Planning and Development Division of the
Sasakawa Peace Foundation. Prior to joining Sasakawa, she was a Japan representative
for the Dalberg Development Advisors and worked with private sector corporations on
issues related to inclusive business. She also held several senior positions at the World
Bank. She worked on infrastructure development, capital market development, and
project finance. Her most recent position was the representative for the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency in Tokyo. She holds a BA in economics from Tokyo
University and an MA from the Fletcher School, Tufts University. She is a member of the
G8 Social Impact Investment Task Force in Japan and also serves as an expert advisor
on JICA’s overseas investment review committee.
Lasha Labadze has been with the International School of Economics in Tbilisi (ISET)
and ISET Policy Institute since 2008, performing research, training, and teaching
functions. He served as a research assistant and participated in faculty-led research
projects involving advanced statistical analysis. He is currently the executive director at
the ISET Policy Institute, where he manages a team of researchers, conducts his own
research, and provides economic policy consulting and training services. His research
interests are primarily in applied microeconomics, labor economics, and agricultural
economics. He holds a master’s degree in economics from ISET and a PhD from Tbilisi
State University.
Marlos C. Lima is executive director of the Latin American Center for Public Policy at
Fundação Getulio Vargas (FGV), Brazil. He is also an FGV professor on postgraduate
courses in economics, strategic planning, public policies, prospective scenarios, future
studies, and decision making under uncertainty. He has been involved in many private
and public initiatives abroad and in Brazil. He is an economist at the Brazilian School
of Economics, holds a master’s degree in public administration at FGV and a PhD from
the University of Rennes, France. He is also a visiting professor at many universities
in Latin America, and a founding member of the Latin American Group for Public
Administration and the American Academy of Management.
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José María Lladós studied law at the University of Buenos Aires and earned a master’s
degree in international relations from Johns Hopkins University. He works at the
Argentine Council for International Relations as the academic secretary. He was an
advisor and consultant to the Argentine Chamber of Electronic Industries, the National
Institute of Industrial Technology, and the Institute for the Integration of Latin America
and the Caribbean. He also served on the board of directors of the National Mortgage
Bank and the Mixed Steel Company of Argentina. He was secretary of production for
defense and secretary of planning, both in the Ministry of Defense. He also served as an
advisor to the Defense Commission of the Chamber of Deputies of the Nation.
Khin Lynn served in the foreign service of Myanmar for over 36 years before retiring
as charge d’affaires/minister-counsellor at the Myanmar Embassy in Kuwait. He held
posts at the Myanmar missions in London, Geneva, New York, Tokyo, Islamabad, Kuala
Lumpur, Manila, Riyadh, and Kuwait. He retired from the Myanmar foreign service in
January 2011. Since August 2012 he has been involved in Track II diplomacy by attending
conferences and workshops in the region. He was part-time advisor from 2012 to 2013
with the International Management Group, in its capacity-building projects for the
Myanmar civil service and foreign service. Since April 2013, he has been joint secretary
(1) of the Myanmar Institute of Strategic and International Studies in Yangon.
Paolo Magri is executive vice president and director of the Italian Institute for
International Political Studies and professor of international relations at Bocconi
University. He is also secretary of the Italian Group of the Trilateral Commission,
member of the board of directors of the Italy–China Foundation and the Italy–Russia
Foundation, member of the advisory board of the Italian Entrepreneurial Association of
the Lombardy region, and member of the strategic committee of the Italian Minister of
Foreign Affairs. From 1989 to 1992 he served as program director to the United Nations
secretariat in New York and, up to 2005, he was director of international affairs at
Bocconi University in Milan.
Takeshi Makita is an economist, specializing in world economy and the foreign
exchange market. He is strongly interested in the future of globalization.

Lu Miao is a think tank founder and a social entrepreneur. She is the co-founder and
secretary general of the Center for China and Globalization (CCG), the largest Chinese
social think tank with 102 full-time researchers and staff. As a leader, she has led the
CCG and it ranked one of the world’s top 50 independent think tanks in the 2015
Global Go To Think Tank Index by the University of Pennsylvania Think Tank and Civil
Society Program (TTCSP). TTCSP also ranked CCG as the seventh top think tank in the
People’s Republic of China and number one independent think tank in the country.
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Maria Misovicova is a program officer at the Strategy and Program Management
Division at ESCAP, which she joined in August 2011. She is responsible for developing
new strategic partnerships with stakeholders and donors, including bilateral donor
agencies, development banks, multilateral UN and non-UN agencies, the business
community, and nongovernment organizations. Prior to her current position, she held
different posts in the UN, including UNCTAD, UNECE, and ESCAP, in trade and
development, trade negotiations, trade policy, trade facilitation and trade logistics.
She holds an MA in economics (1992), postgraduate degree in law and international
relations (1997), and participated in the Executive Leadership Program at Harvard
Kennedy School (2013).
Akiyo Mitsumoto is the senior coordinator and principal economist at the Policy
Research Institute, Ministry of Finance. Recent positions with the Financial Services
Agency Japan (FSA) include deputy director, Research Planning and Coordination
Office, and deputy director, Office of International Affairs. She holds a BA from the
University of Tsukuba (1995) and an MM from the Heller School of Brandeis University
(1999).
Md A Awal Molla graduated in civil engineering from Bangladesh University of
Engineering and Technology in 1992. From 1993 to 1999, he worked at the Capital
Development of Bangladesh for preparing the structure plan, master plan, and detailed
area Plan of Dhaka City. From 1999 to date, he has worked in the Roads and Highways
Department under the Ministry of Road Transport and Bridges.

Norishige Morimoto commenced his IBM career in 1987. After completing a
master’s degree of science in electronic engineering and computer science from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1995, he commenced his career with IBM
Tokyo Research Lab. In 2006, he was appointed in an executive position in the IBM
Research Division at Watson Research Center in New York. In 2009, he was appointed
lab director of IBM Research-Tokyo. In 2015, he accepted the role of vice president and
CTO of technical leadership for IBM Asia Pacific Region. In 2017, he was appointed the
vice president of IBM Research and Development Japan.
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Naoko Nemoto is a financial economist at the Asian Development Bank Institute,
Tokyo. Her research interests include monetary policy, financial markets, and structural
reform. She also serves as the liaison person of the Asia Think Tanks secretariat and
related think tank summits. As former managing director at Standard & Poor’s Ratings
Services in Tokyo, she led research and thought-leadership activities on Japan-related
agenda and Asia-Pacific financial institutions. Before that she was an economist and
analyst at the Bank of Japan. She has authored three books on finance, covering theory
and practice of bank management, post-crisis trends in the banking industry, and
financial reform in the Republic of Korea. She has a BA in law from Waseda University,
Tokyo, an MBA from the University of Chicago, and a PhD in finance from Hitotsubashi
University, Tokyo.
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Izekor Osahenrumwen is a solicitor and advocate of the Supreme Court of Nigeria with
over 10 years’ experience, providing legal services and advice to individuals, institutions,
and governments. Presently, he is the head of policy and strategy at the African Union
Economic, Social and Cultural Council. In the last decade has been involved in the
promotion of investment in Africa as a catalyst for regional economic development
working as an investment solicitor and development advocate.
Yasuyuki Otsu is deputy president, Mitsubishi UFJ Research and Consulting
Corporation. From 2014 to 2016 he was statutory corporate auditor for Mitsubishi UFJ
Securities Holdings and from 2010 to 2014 he was senior executive officer, Mitsubishi
UFJ Securities Holdings.

Bishnu Pant retired from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) in July 1998 after working
there for about 13 years. He also worked at UNESCAP for about 10 years as chief of the
statistical information services section before moving to ADB. Prior to joining these
international organizations, he worked in Nepal for about 8 years in various positions,
including the National Planning Commission, Government of Nepal. He earned his PhD
in applied statistics from the Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta.
Mai Pham graduated from the National Pingtung University of Science and Technology,
Taipei,China in 2006 with a master’s degree. She is now the vice president of the Viet
Nam Institute for Economic and Policy Research (VEPR), one of the first independent
think tanks in economics in Viet Nam. She is also the coordinator of many major
programs lead by VEPR. She is the coordinator of the Viet Nam Agriculture Coalition, a
new, yet well-known initiative working on policy advocacy in the agriculture sector.
Adam Posen is president of the Peterson Institute for International Economics. From
2009–2012, during the global financial crisis, he served as an external voting member
of the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee, and was a globally recognized
advocate of activist macroeconomic policy response to the crisis. He is the author/
editor of six books, and has served as a visiting scholar or consultant to central banks
throughout Europe, North America, and East Asia. He is in his sixth term as an
economic advisor to the United States’ Congressional Budget Office. He received his
PhD in political economy from Harvard University.
Khalid Ranjha has more than 30 years’ experience in senior management positions.
A civil engineer by qualification, oracle certified professional, and an MBA holder,
he has experience in public policy formulation and is a strong advocate for women’s
empowerment. He has worked on power projects on the People’s Republic of China–
Pakistan economic corridor and has contributed to the development of rural women
through poverty alleviation programs in the livestock and dairy development sector.
He is presently director of ECO Postal Staff College, Islamabad. The college acts as a
think tank with the theme of improving connectivity among the people living within the
country, region, and the world.
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Waltraut Ritter has conducted public policy research across the Asia-Pacific
region and Europe on knowledge economy, innovation, and sustainable economic
development since 1997, and works at the intersection of public sector, civil society,
and business. Topics include public sector innovation, sustainable urban development,
open innovation, open data, and open government. As an information scientist, she
is particularly interested in supporting initiatives of the digitization of public services,
government reform, and citizen-centric service delivery. She has worked in India,
Myanmar, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Hong Kong, China.
Johan Rochel holds a PhD in law and specializes in public issues’ ethics, migration, and
the European Union.

Lydia Ruddy is the director of communications for the Economic Research Institute
for ASEAN and East Asia (ERIA) in Jakarta. With over 20 years’ experience, she has
worked at the nexus of the public and private sectors focusing on strategic planning,
communications, and policy issues. Prior to ERIA, she served as advisor to the
chairperson of the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. She trained in
law at Georgetown University and urban planning and geography at the University of
Washington. She has lived and worked in Indonesia since 2006 when she came as a
Fulbright grantee.
Atsuhito Sakai is a member of the board and chief secretary of Japan Risk Forum
Incorporated, which studies Japan-related risk scenarios and management issues. He
is also president and representative director, Guggenheim Partners Japan Limited. Prior
to Guggenheim, he was managing director and deputy president for corporate and
investment banking at Société Générale Securities Tokyo (2009–2014). From 1998 to
2009 he was managing director and representative of Swiss Re Capital Markets (Japan)
Corporation, and from 1990 to 1998, managing director at Credit Suisse group in Japan
for financial institution coverage and investment advice. He received a BA in economics
from the University of Tokyo and an MBA degree with honors from Booth School of
Business, University of Chicago.
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Zarema Shaukenova earned her Doctor of Sociological Science in 2003. From 2011
to 2017 she was director of the Institute for Philosophy, Political Science, and Religion
Studies of Committee Science, Ministry of Education and Science, Kazakhstan. Since
February 2017 she has been director of the Kazakhstan Institute for Strategic Studies
under the president of the Republic of Kazakhstan. She is a member of the National
Commission on Women’s Issues and Family–Demographic Policy and a member of the
Expert Counsel of Commission on Human Rights. She is author of about 150 scientific
publications.
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Roshan Shrestha is a senior program officer with the Global Development Program of
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation working on the water, sanitation, and hygiene
(WSH) initiative, serving as technical lead for South Asia and co-lead for the India
WSH initiative. He is also managing two large grants in partnership with the Asian
Development Bank, the Department for International Development, UNESCO-IHE,
and several cities in South Asia to demonstrate the urban sanitation innovation. He
holds a doctoral degree in applied natural science from the University of Natural
Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna.
Aaron Shull is CIGI’s chief operating officer and general counsel. Prior to that he
was CIGI’s counsel and corporate secretary and was also a research fellow. Prior to
joining CIGI, he practiced law for a number of organizations, focusing on international,
regulatory, and environmental law. He has taught courses at the University of Ottawa
and the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs and was previously a
staff editor for the Columbia Journal of Transnational Law. He graduated from the
University of Waterloo with a BA (honors) in history and political science and an MA in
international affairs from Carleton University. He concurrently pursued his LLB from the
University of Ottawa and attained his LLM from Columbia Law School.
Alexander Soderholm is policy coordinator at the London School of Economics (LSE)
IDEAS international drug policy project. He holds an MSc in international development
and humanitarian emergencies from the LSE and a BA in international relations and
political science. He previously worked for the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime in Iran and has consulted for the United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs, Geneva. His research focuses on the intersection between illicit
drugs and sustainable development, in particular on development-oriented intervention
in illicit crop producing and drug transit countries.
Rebecca Fatima Sta. Maria began her career in the Malaysian administrative and
diplomatic service in 1981 and served in various capacities in the then Ministry of
Trade and Industry. On the regional front, she played a key role in ASEAN economic
integration and chaired the ASEAN senior economic officials’ meetings as well as the
ASEAN high-level task force for economic integration. She was awarded Professional
Achievement Awards by the School of Education, University of Georgia (2013). She
serves on the Board of Trustees of MyKasih, a nongovernment organization that focuses
on alleviating urban poverty and is a council member of the Institute for Democracy
and Economic Affairs.
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Khee Giap Tan is co-director of the Asia Competitiveness Institute and associate
professor at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore.
He is also chairperson of the Singapore National Committee for Pacific Economic
Cooperation. Upon graduating with a PhD from the University of East Anglia in 1987, he
joined the banking industry as a treasury manager. He taught at Nanyang Technological
University from 1993 and was associate dean, graduate studies office from 2007 to
2009. He has consulted with government ministries and statutory boards of Singapore,
and advised local governments of the People’s Republic of China, India, and Indonesia.
His current research interests include econometric forecasting, competitiveness of subnational economies of Asia, global livable cities, and the ease of doing business index.
Md Mayen Tazim has 30 years’ experience working on development projects in water
resources management, infrastructure development, climate change, and capacity
building of local government institutions in Bangladesh. He was responsible for
improving the human capacity, social development, and financial capacity of rural
communities to ensure their social protection, and protection from vulnerability during
a crisis, especially women’s access to resources for their empowerment. Presently, he
is working as social safeguards/resettlement specialist on the Coastal Climate Resilient
Infrastructure Project and has been selected as a short-term international social
safeguards/resettlement specialist for the Road Construction and Rehabilitation of
Faizabad Project in Afghanistan.
Kubat Umurzakov has a PhD of science in economics from the National Academy of
Sciences, Kazakhstan. He has worked for government agencies of the Kyrgyz Republic
for more than 15 years, including head of department of the prime minister’s office and
deputy chairperson of the State Commission on Economic Reform. He also worked
also as a director of the Economic Research Institute under the Ministry of Economy
and Finance of the Kyrgyz Republic and as a director, Project and Economic Research
and Statistics in the Economic Cooperation Organization’s secretariat, a regional
intergovernmental organization based in Tehran. In July 2015 he joined the Central Asia
Regional Economic Cooperation Institute as director.
Ryuichi Ushiyama previously worked as a Singapore correspondent, Singapore bureau
chief, and Ha Noi bureau chief of Nihon Keizai Shimbun (NIKKEI), covering politics
and the economy of ASEAN countries. His research interests include foreign direct
investment, business strategies of local companies, international trade, and economic
integration in ASEAN. He is a co-editor of Moving Up the Ladder: Development
Challenges for Low and Middle-Income Asia (World Scientific 2016).
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Yao Hui Wang is the founder and president of the Center for China and Globalization,
a social think tank in the People’s Republic of China. He is a counselor of the China
State Council, the vice chairperson of the China Talent Society under the Ministry of
Human Resources and Social Security, and the vice chairperson of China Western
(Overseas) Returned Scholars’ Association. He is on the Migration Advisory Board of
the International Organization of Migration. He is also a member of Yale University Asia
Development and a member of the advisory board of Richard Ivey School of Business in
Asia.
Dushni Weerakoon is the deputy director and head of macroeconomic policy research
at the Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka. Her research and publications cover
areas related to macroeconomic policy, regional trade integration, and international
economics. She has extensive experience in public policy, serving on government
committees related to macroeconomics and trade policy, and as a consultant to
international organizations. She holds a BSc in economics from Queen’s University of
Belfast and an MA and PhD in economics from the University of Manchester.
Guntram Wolff is the director of Bruegel. His research focuses on the European
economy and governance, on fiscal and monetary policy, and global finance. He
regularly testifies at the European Finance Ministers’ ECOFIN meeting, the European
Parliament, the German Parliament, and the French Parliament, and is a member
of the French prime minister’s Conseil d’Analyse Economique. He is also a member
of the Solvay Brussels School’s international advisory board of the Brussels Free
University. He joined Bruegel from the European Commission, where he worked on the
macroeconomics of the euro area and the reform of euro area governance.
Norio Yamamoto joined the Mitsubishi Research Institute in 1971. In 1990, he joined
the Global Infrastructure Fund (GIF) Research Foundation, and in 2005, he jointly
organized a special GIF seminar with the Asian Development Bank in Istanbul.

Xin Yi Yap is currently the manager and special assistant to the co-directors at the Asia
Competitiveness Institute (ACI) at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National
University of Singapore. She graduated with a bachelor of science degree in banking and
finance from the University of London in 2013. She is responsible for the ACI’s finance
matters and prepares financial reports for the institute’s stakeholders and university’s
management. She is engaged in research, and co-authored a chapter with Tan Khee
Giap in 2014 titled “Connecting APEC Economies through Infrastructure, Governance
and Social Inclusion” in New Directions in Asia-Pacific Economic Integration, published
by the East-West Center. Additionally, she also supports the secretariat for the
Singapore National Committee for Pacific Economic Cooperation.
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Jin Yu is the president of the China Association for the Protection of Cultural Relics
of Ethnic Minorities, and the president of the China Region Development and Reform
Institute. He is the founder and chief editor of National Think Tank, China Think Tank,
and China Think Tank Development Report, which are the first studies of policy series
in the name of think tank. He is a director, professor, and doctoral tutor of the Think
Tank Industry Research Center of Shanghai University and the deputy secretary-general
of the Expert Committee on Distinguished Experts of All-China Federation of Returned
Overseas Chinese.
Vasyl Yurchyshyn has been working for the Ukrainian Centre for Economic and Political
Studies since 2005. He earlier served as the research director for different Ukrainian
nongovernment organizations. From 2002–2004 he was an advisor for the Minister
of Economy of the Ukraine. He has conducted lectures on macroeconomics and
international economics at the National of Public Administration. His publication list
includes over 120 articles in Ukrainian and international journals on economics.
Oh-Seok Hyun is a distinguished professor of the Korea National Diplomatic Academy.
He served as the first deputy prime minister and minister of strategy and finance and
president of the Korea Development Institute (KDI), Korea’s leading think tank. He has
been a member of the Presidential Council on National Competitiveness, Presidential
Committee on Green Growth, National Council on the Social Security System, and the
Prime Minister’s International Development Cooperation Committee. He participated
in international policy coordination joining the Group of 20 Finance Ministers’ meeting
and was engaged in development and cooperation as a member of the Knowledge
Advisory Commission of the World Bank. He received his PhD in economics from the
University of Pennsylvania (1984).
Ji-ah Paik is president of the Institute of Foreign Affairs and National Security in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Korea. Prior to her current appointment, she
was deputy minister for planning and coordination at the ministry, and ambassador for
international security affairs. She also worked as ambassador and deputy permanent
representative at the Korean permanent mission to the United Nations in New York and
ambassador-at-large for the Security Council Affairs. Since joining the foreign ministry
in 1985, she assumed political and consular posts in New York, Thailand, Geneva, and
Malaysia. She holds an MA in international economics and American foreign policy
from the School of Advanced International Studies in Washington, DC, and a BA in
international relations from Seoul National University.
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Yoo Kyung Ro is a researcher at the Department of International Economy and
Trade Studies at the Institute of Foreign Affairs and National Security, Korea National
Diplomatic Academy. She holds a BA in East Asian Studies from New York University
and an MA in international economics and international relations from the School of
Advanced International Studies, Johns Hopkins University. She is primarily interested
in international and comparative political economy, as well as in how multilateral
institutions evolve and change over time.
Kamalinne Pinitpuvadol is an executive director of the International Institute for
Trade and Development (ITD). Before joining the ITD in 2015, he taught at the Faculty
of Law, Chulalongkorn University. He has served as vice-rector for research affairs at
the Eastern Asia University, Thailand and deputy director of the Knowledge Network
Institute of Thailand. His areas of interest include international law, investment law,
International commercial law, European Union Law, children rights, higher education,
university governance, trade policy, and sustainable development. He received his
docteur en droit in international law from the University of Strasbourg, France.
Junko Ishikawa worked at the Bank of Japan from April 2007 to June 2014 where she
conducted research on macroeconomics and monetary policies in the United States,
United Kingdom, Central and Eastern Europe, Russia, Turkey, and Latin America for
the monetary policy meetings. After earning a master’s degree in public administration
at Columbia University, New York, she joined Nomura Research Institute in July 2016.
She contributes to the discussion on financial markets policy with a focus on central
banking, and conducts research about monetary policies in developed economies and
Asian emerging countries.
Surichai Wankaeo is a professor at the Department of Sociology and Anthropology,
director, Center for Peace and Conflict Studies, and a PhD candidate in sociology,
University of Tokyo. His research interests are in the sociology of development,
environmentalism and sustainable development, social movements and people’s
participation, and endogenous social theory.
Shinichi Nakabayashi, is the director, administration, management and coordination,
the Asian Development Bank Institute. From 2011 to 2015 he was an international
consultant economist at the IMF – Singapore Regional Training Institute where
he taught macroeconomic policy to government officials. He was a professor of
international finance and public economics at the Graduate School of Public Policy,
University of Tokyo from 2008 to 2011. He worked as a senior official at the Japanese
Ministry of Finance, the OECD in Paris, and the IMF (advisor, Asia and Pacific
Department). He has an MPhil in economics from the University of Oxford and a BA
from the University of Tokyo.
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Bokhwan Yu is the deputy dean (capacity building and training, and special activities)
at the Asian Development Bank Institute. A national of the Republic of Korea, he
previously worked for the World Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development. He has served as secretary general of the Republic of Korea’s
Presidential Committee on Green Growth and as a deputy minister in the Ministry of
Finance, as well as holding several director general-level positions in the ministry’s Policy
Coordination Bureau and International Economic Affairs Bureau. He holds an MA and a
PhD in political economics from the University of Cambridge.
Suthiphand Chirathivat is chairperson, Chula Global Network, executive director,
ASEAN Studies Center, and teaches economics at Chulalongkorn University. Until
recently he was dean, faculty of economics, chairperson of the PhD program in
economics, and chairperson of the Economics Research Center and Center for
International Economics, Chulalongkorn University. He previously was an advisor to
various government ministries in Thailand. His academic interests are international
trade, investment, finance, regional integration and development, and new arising issues
in Asia in relation to the global economy and society.
Yerzhan Saltybayev is director, Institute of World Economics and Politics under the
Foundation of the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. He has held positions
including head of the service of geopolitical and regional studies; executive officer
of the president, expert, presidential protocol department and Center for Strategic
Research and Analysis; legal advisor for Kazakhtelecom JSC; and university lecturer,
Kazakh Humanities and Law University. He received a bachelor’s degree from Kazakh
Humanities and Law University (1997–2001) and master’s degrees from Georgetown
University (2005–2006) and Harvard Kennedy School (2015).
Tony Tan is head of global society advocacy engagement in the standards and advocacy
division at the CFA Institute. He is responsible for leading efforts in advocacy, policy
development, and regulatory outreach through the 147 member societies globally.
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Haruhiko Kuroda was appointed governor of the Bank of Japan in March 2013 after
serving for 8 years as president of the Asian Development Bank. Throughout his career
at the Ministry of Finance in Japan from 1967, his responsibilities encompassed fields
including international finance and national and international tax, as well as duties in
the finance minister’s office. He represented the ministry as vice minister of finance
for international affairs at international monetary conferences, such as meetings of the
Group of Seven finance ministers and central bank governors, International Monetary
Fund/World Bank joint annual meetings, and bilateral meetings between Japan and
other countries and regions. He was special adviser to the cabinet of Prime Minister
Junichiro Koizumi, and was also a professor at the Graduate School of Economics,
Hitotsubashi University in Tokyo from 2003 to 2005.
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Takehiko Nakao is the president of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and
chairperson of ADB’s Board of Directors. Before joining ADB, he was the vice minister
of finance for international affairs at the Ministry of Finance of Japan. He has held
senior positions in the Ministry of Finance in Japan, which he joined in 1978, including
director-general of the International Bureau, where he fostered close ties with leading
figures in the Asia-Pacific region, and G20 nations. He was assigned as Minister at
the Embassy of Japan in Washington DC, between 2005 and 2007, and from 1994 to
1997 served as economist and advisor at the International Monetary Fund. He holds a
bachelor’s degree in economics from the University of Tokyo and a master of business
administration from the University of California, Berkeley.
Naoyuki Yoshino is dean of the Asian Development Bank Institute and professor
emeritus at Keio University, Tokyo. He obtained his PhD from Johns Hopkins University
in 1979. He has been a visiting scholar at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and a visiting professor at the University of New South Wales, Fondation Nationale
des Sciences Politiques, and University of Gothenburg. He has also been an assistant
professor at the State University of New York at Buffalo and an economics professor at
Keio University. He obtained honorary doctorates from the University of Gothenburg
in 2004 and Martin Luther University of Halle-Wittenberg in 2013. He also received the
Fukuzawa Award in 2013 for his contribution to research on economic policy.
Muhammad Yunus founded Grameen Bank, a microfinance organization and
community development bank in 1976. He first got involved in fighting poverty during
a 1974 famine in Bangladesh when he discovered that very small loans could make a
disproportionate difference to a poor person. He earned a BA in 1960 and an MA in
1961 at Dhaka University, and a PhD in economics from Vanderbilt University in 1969
after getting a Fulbright scholarship. From 1969 to 1972, he was an assistant professor of
economics at Middle Tennessee State University before moving back to Bangladesh,
where he joined Chittagong University as an economics professor.

James McGann is a senior lecturer of international studies at the Lauder Institute,
director of the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program, and senior fellow, Fels Institute
of Government at the University of Pennsylvania. Prior to assuming his current post,
he was assistant director of the International Relations Program at the University of
Pennsylvania. He has also served as the senior vice president for the Executive Council
on Foreign Diplomats, the assistant director of the Institute of Politics, Kennedy School
of Government, and the public policy program officer for The Pew Charitable Trusts. He
earned his MA and PhD from the University of Pennsylvania.
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Tadashi Maeda is CEO and executive managing director of the Japan Bank for
International Cooperation (JBIC). At JBIC, he has held various positions including head
of delegation to the OECD Trade Finance Committee, director-general of the Energy
and Natural Resources Finance Department, director-general of the Corporate Planning
Department, and managing executive officer and global head of the Infrastructure
Finance Group. From June 2010 to December 2012 he served as special advisor to
the cabinet in the Government of Japan. He also served as a member of the Steering
Committee of Nuclear Damage Liability Facilitation Fund from October 2011 to
October 2013.
Heather Taylor is an economic affairs officer in the Office of the Executive Secretary
of the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(UNESCAP). Prior to joining UNESCAP she worked as a consultant at the European
Representative Office of the Asian Development Bank and as a lecturer at Goethe
University in Frankfurt, Germany. She has a PhD in economics and her research
interests include trade, investment, and financing for development.
Paul Linnarz is the director of the political dialogue and analysis team of the German
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS). Prior to this appointment, he worked for KAS as
resident representative for Japan and regional representative for economic policy
(Tokyo), director of the Regional Media Programme Asia (Singapore), and director of
the Regional Media Programme Latin America (Lima). He has also served as managing
director of two German companies, as a radio journalist for KBS World in Seoul, and in
various senior positions for the German international broadcasting service Deutsche
Welle. He holds a master of arts from the University of Cologne.
Hiromu Fukai is a research management officer, Institute of Developing Economies
(IDE-JETRO). Before joining the IDE-JETRO, he worked for the embassy of Japan in
Mongolia as a researcher from 2006 to 2009, and for the National Research Institute for
Cultural Properties, Tokyo as an associate fellow from 2010 to 2014. He received an MA
from Hitotsubashi University and a BA from Tokyo University of Foreign Studies.
Alan Lok is the director of capital markets policy in the standards and advocacy division
of the CFA Institute in the Asia-Pacific region. He is responsible for conducting research
projects in market instruments and market structures. He works with regulators,
institutional investors, academics, and other stakeholders in the financial industry
to uphold investor protection and market integrity. Prior to joining the institute, he
was a senior investment manager in a renewable-energy multinational corporation in
Singapore. He serves as an adjunct lecturer at Nanyang Technological University. He
received his MBA from the University of Manchester and was awarded a financial risk
manager certification by the Global Association of Risk Professionals.
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Scott Lee is the director of Asia-Pacific Research Exchange, an online research hub
developed by the CFA Institute. He is responsible for advocating the platform to CFA
members and stakeholders, managing relationships and contributions from corporate
content contributors, and organizing forums across the region. Before this role, he held
various positions with the institute focusing on regional marketing and stakeholder
engagements. Prior to joining the institute, he was the marketing and development
manager at the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, managing marketing
campaigns and institutional partnerships. He possesses a bachelor of banking and
finance and a bachelor of computing from Monash University, and a postgraduate
diploma in business administration from Leicester University.
Junko Shimazoe is the director of the institutional cooperation and networking
division at the Institute of Developing Economies, Japan External Trade Organization.
Her responsibilities include the development of the research management system,
evaluation and assessment of policy proposal projects, program/project management,
government/corporate relations, and external promotion of the institute’s research
projects. Her research expertise is organizational decision-making, social psychology,
agent-based simulation, and science and technology policy. She was awarded a PhD in
sociology from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, an MS in political science
from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an MA from Columbia University, and a
bachelor of law from Keio University.
Yongding Yu is an academician with the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, a
member of the Advisory Committee of National Planning of the Commission of
National Development and Reform of the PRC, and a member of the National
Political Consultative Conference. He was a director-general of the Institute of World
Economics and Politics (1998–2010), a member of the Monetary Policy Committee
of the People’s Bank of China (2004–2006), and president of China Society of World
Economy (2003–2011). He holds a PhD degree in economics from the University of
Oxford.
Thomas Chan, a certified practising accountant, graduated from the University of
Adelaide with a bachelor of commerce degree (accounting). His expertise centers
on research grant management, policy writing and compliance, financial control and
management reporting. He is the associate director at the Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy, heading the research support unit and overseeing the administration
of the Asia Competitiveness Institute. His topics of interest are politics, international
relations, current affairs, history, and heritage.
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Jera Lego is a research associate working with the Outreach Team at the ADB
Institute. Previously, she served as a foreign affairs research specialist at the Center for
International Relations and Strategic Studies of the Philippine Foreign Service Institute.
Her research interests include refugee politics, forced migration, human security, and
Southeast Asian politics. Jera holds a PhD in politics and international relations from
International Christian University, Tokyo; and master’s degrees from Keio University,
Japan, and Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines.
Stefan Angrick is a research associate at the Asian Development Bank Institute, where
he specializes in the analysis of central banking and its political economic aspects.
He has worked and studied at Leipzig University, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, and
Keio University. His research has been presented at leading international policy and
academic institutions, including the Bank of Finland, the Chinese Academy of Social
Sciences, Peking University, Meiji University, and the Korea Development Institute
School. He holds a PhD from the National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies.
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SUMMIT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
James McGann, Senior Lecturer International Studies and Director Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program,
University of Pennsylvania -- Head Summit Convenor
Naoyuki Yoshino, Dean, Asian Development Bank Institute
Shinichi Nakabayashi, Director, Asian Development Bank Institute
Naoko Nemoto, Financial Economist, Asian Development Bank Institute -- Summit Host and Convenor
Mihoko Saito, Support Staff, Asian Development Bank Institute
Stefan Angrick, Research Associate, Asian Development Bank Institute
David Storey, Research Associate, Asian Development Bank Institute
Grant Stillman, Legal Adviser, Asian Development Bank Institute
Hideyuki Matsui, Senior Administrative Officer, Asian Development Bank Institute
Jera Lego, Research Associate, Asian Development Bank Institute
Keiko Aoki, Support Staff, Asian Development Bank Institute
Kurt Hanson, Media Consultant, Asian Development Bank Institute
Muriel S. Ordoñez, Communications Specialist, Asian Development Bank Institute
Shiho Ito, Support Staff, Asian Development Bank Institute
Shion Nomiyama, Support Staff, Asian Development Bank Institute
Yoko Takahashi, Support Staff, Asian Development Bank Institute
Yoshiji Makino, Media Consultant, Asian Development Bank Institute
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About the Asian Development Bank Institute (ADBI)
The Asian Development Bank Institute, located in Tokyo, is the think tank of the Asian Development Bank. The
institute aims to identify effective strategies to improve policy and development management in Asia and the Pacific.
We work with an extensive network of partners in the region and globally to influence policies on poverty reduction,
inclusive growth, the environment, regional cooperation, infrastructure development, middle-income countries, and
private sector development.
About the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP)
The Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP) at the Lauder Institute of the University of Pennsylvania
conducts research on the role policy institutes play in governments and in civil societies around the world. The
TTCSP was established in 1989 at the Foreign Policy Research Institute in Philadelphia and moved to the IR Program
at the University of Pennsylvania in 2008. The TTCSP recently moved from the IR Program to the Lauder Institute,
Wharton School and School of Arts and Sciences of the University of Pennsylvania. Often referred to as the “think
tanks’ think tank,” TTCSP examines the evolving role and character of public policy research organizations. Over
the last 20 years, the Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program has laid the foundation for a global initiative that will
help bridge the gap between knowledge and policy in critical policy areas such as international peace and security,
globalization and governance, international economics, environment, information and society, poverty alleviation, and
health. This international collaborative effort is designed to establish regional and international networks of policy
institutes and communities that will improve policy making as well as strengthen democratic institutions and civil
societies around the world. The Think Tanks and Civil Societies Program (TTCSP) at the Lauder Institute works with
leading scholars and practitioners from think tanks and universities in a variety of collaborative efforts and programs.
About the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) is an Asian regional development organization dedicated to reducing poverty
in Asia and the Pacific. The Asian Development Bank was conceived in the early 1960s as a financial institution that
would be Asian in character and foster economic growth and cooperation in one of the poorest regions in the world.
ADB assists its members, and partners, by providing loans, technical assistance, grants, and equity investments to
promote social and economic development. ADB is composed of 67 members, 48 of which are from the Asia and
Pacific region.
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